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		Java Enterprise in a Nutshell is an indispensable quick reference for Java programmers who are writing distributed enterprise applications. The book provides fast-paced tutorials on the following Java Enterprise APIs:

		
			JDBC, a vendor-independent API for accessing relational database systems
	
			RMI, a Java-only approach to distributed computing that relies on remote method invocation
	
			Java IDL, a CORBA-based, language-independent approach to distributed computing
	
			Java servlets, a mechanism for extending a web server that allows Java code to perform tasks traditionally handled by CGI scripts
	
			JNDI, a generic Java API for working with networked naming and directory services
	
			Enterprise JavaBeans, a component model that separates high-level business logic from low-level housekeeping chores like security and transaction management


	These APIs are the building blocks of the Java 2 Platform, Enterprise Edition (J2EE), Sun's recently announced new platform for enterprise computing. J2EE is the standard Java 2 platform with a number of extensions for enterprise development.Java Enterprise in a Nutshell also contains O'Reilly's classic-style, quick-reference material for all of the classes in the various packages that comprise the Enterprise APIs. This material includes the core Enterprise APIs that are part of Java 1.2, as well as numerous standard extensions.This book is a companion to both Java in a Nutshell, 3rd Edition, which covers the key non-graphical, non-enterprise APIs in Java 1.2, and Java Foundation Classes in a Nutshell, which describes the graphics- and GUI-related classes of Java 1.2.
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Live Sound FundamentalsCourse Technology PTR, 2010

	Until now, there hasn't been a book or learning resource that aimed to teach audio newbies and musicians how to set up and mix a live audio event. For years, they have had to learn about live audio through a frustrating and time-consuming process of trial and error or by watching others. LIVE SOUND FUNDAMENTALS provides the "missing...
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Practical MDX Queries: For Microsoft SQL Server Analysis Services 2008McGraw-Hill, 2010

	300+ ready-to-use, powerful MDX queries


	This hands-on guide shows you how to use Multi-Dimensional Expressions (MDX) to extract business intelligence from multi-dimensional cubes. Practical MDX Queries contains more than 300 downloadable MDX queries that can be applied across a wide variety of business intelligence-related...
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The OS X Mountain Lion Pocket Guide (Peachpit Pocket Guide)Peachpit Press, 2012


	A lot has happened since Apple introduced OS X a decade ago (then

	called “Mac OS X”). What started as an incomplete replacement for an

	established operating system has become not only the backbone of

	today’s powerful Mac computers, but also the foundation for the iPhone,

	iPad, iPod touch, and Apple TV. At one...
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Mobile Services in the Networked EconomyIRM Press, 2005
The mobile services industry is going through a major transformation, which challenges many of the basic assumptions behind the existing business models. As the business paradigm shifts from voice-centric to data-centric mobile services, the ways of analyzing the industry need to evolve as well.
Mobile Services in the Networked Economy provides...
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Beginning Expression Web (Wrox Beginning Guides)Wrox Press, 2007
Microsoft Expression Web gives you the tools to develop sophisticated sites that integrate standardized CSS layout with ASP.NET 2.0, XML, and SQL Server™ 2005. Written by an experienced ASP.NET and Dreamweaver Web developer, this book shows you how to take advantage of all of Expression Web’s innovative features to create a memorable...
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Make: LEGO and Arduino Projects: Projects for extending MINDSTORMS NXT with open-source electronicsMake Books, 2012

	
		Make amazing robots and gadgets with two of today’s hottest DIY technologies. With this easy-to-follow guide, you’ll learn how to build devices with Lego Mindstorms NXT 2.0, the Arduino prototyping platform, and some add-on components to bridge the two. Mindstorms alone lets you create incredible gadgets. Bring in Arduino...
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